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Our #1 goal for 2020 should be this: 
increasing the odds that students (and 
teachers!) will meet the benchmark. And 
we’re going to do that by relentlessly 
removing the fluff and focusing only on 
the simplest, most important skills and 
techniques in the classroom.  

I am deeming it “The decade of educational 
decluttering!” New decade…renewed way  
of thinking!  

I would love to be a part of this work with 
you! In 2020, I have opened 16 total on-site 
days on my calendar. This means 16 days 

total in 2020 where I fly to a client, come 
train and work with the staff directly, share 
some meals and do the darn thing! We are 
booking my dates on a first-come,  
first-served basis so things are probably 
going to move pretty fast. Why so few dates? 
Well, I’m doing a lot of writing and we’re also 
focusing on producing our own events.  
More to come on that.

So take a look at what has gotten the best 
results for folks just like you and let’s talk!
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Here’s what our 
participants are saying:

“The training was amazing and well 
executed with much attention to detail, 
and I received so many compliments and 
praises for hosting your event from my 
coaches to district office staff.”

“Such a worthwhile investment 
of time! Thank you!!

“I used to think coaching 
was not easily accomplished 
but now I feel it can be done 
easily in a systematic way 
and is no longer intimidating.”

“You make 
our staff feel 
confident 
again. 
Thank you.”

“I knew the training was valuable from past 
years with Jill but it’s always exciting when 
the participants totally realize that too.”

“You train us like you are still in the 
classroom. So much is being thrown 
at teachers these days, so a strategy 
that focuses on the ‘how’ as much as 
the ‘what should be’ is so welcome.”

 TIME: 2 days

NEWNEW  The 10 Skills Every (Wildly Impactful) 
Instructional Coach Must Master Training

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Leaders, Instructional Coaches and 
Teacher Leaders who have previously participated in our 
How to Coach Teachers to Teach Almost Anything Training

 PARTICIPANTS 
GET: Jill’s New Book 
+ Training!

Why you need this: If coaches have asked questions like these, then this is the right-fit training for you:
• I have a teacher struggling with management, which skill should I start coaching first?
• There are about 50 things I need to work on with this teacher…how do I know I am choosing the right one?
• We have so much curriculum, I can’t possibly be an expert on all of it…so how do I coach?
• I want to make sure I am coaching things that matter and sometimes I feel like I’m nitpicking…help!

You’ve had my HOW to Coach Teachers to Teach Anything training, but you still need a dose of coaching confidence 
on WHAT to coach. Oftentimes, teachers and coaches don’t struggle with not knowing where to start…they struggle 
because there are too many starting points. This training cuts right through the instructional noise and gets to the heart 
of the simple, straightforward instructional coaching skills that get real-life results quickly.
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How to Coach Teachers to Teach 
Almost Anything

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Leaders, Instructional Coaches and 
Teacher Leaders

 PARTICIPANTS GET: Jill’s Book + Training!

 TIME: 2 days

Why you need this: Your coaches need to stop 
overthinking coaching, waiting to be invited into the 
classrooms and worrying about being evaluative and get 
into the classrooms ASAP!

What people say after this training: “I used to think I 
needed to coach only the willing. Now I know I have 
permission/blessing to get into every room.”

Case Studies:
• Bay City, MI—Had a smattering of different coaching 

trainings, but needed practical how-tos to get them 
confidently out in the classrooms ASAP.

• Desert Sands, CA—Transitioning their interventionists 
to coaches and needed straightforward how-tos in 
moving the team to their coaching roles.

How to Teach Students to Write 
Informational Text

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Teachers

 PARTICIPANTS GET: Jill’s Book + Training!

 TIME: 1-2 days

Why you need this: Teachers were taught to teach 
process writing (brainstorm, first draft, second draft, 
publish, etc.) and it’s not working for students. Students 
are still asking, “How many sentences does this have to 
be?” and writing four sentences and saying they  
are “done.”

What people say after this training: “I love this!  
Writing is so easy if it is broken into manageable skills. 
Thank you!”

Case Studies:
• State Department of South Dakota Conference—They 

brought K-6 teachers from around the state to learn 
how to differentiate writing instruction for struggling 
students using the materials they already had.

• Calcasieu Parish, LA—Their K-6 coaches were trained 
during a 1-day session so that they could build their 
strength and knowledge as they coach teachers to 
improve their writing scores.

 TIME: Keynote, 
½ day

NEWNEW  All Hell Has Officially Broken Loose in Education: How to Teach Well,  
Stay Sane and Stay the Course Professional Development

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Teachers, Instructional 
Coaches and Administrators

 PARTICIPANTS GET: Jill’s New Book 
+ Training!

Why you need this: If you have teachers saying, “Just tell me what to teach!” or spending most of their time trying to 
keep their heads above water with all of the curriculum, resources, responsibilities and requirements on their plate, then 
it’s time to return to what matters most.  

In this training, we’ll remind ourselves what really and ultimately matters in teaching: high quality instruction devoid of 
clutter, distraction and rushing.  

We’ll take a focused look at the 10 Skills that truly (and only!) matter when it comes to getting students to mastery…and 
each teacher will leave with a deep sense of confidence about what to do next to take control of their classrooms and 
get back to the heart of why they got into education to begin with! Confident, self-directed teachers equals success…
that’s the key.
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It is the joy of my life to be able to do this work with you…
what a privilege it is!

Here’s how it works:
If you’re ready to talk shop to book your training,  
email michael@jackson-consulting.com or leave a voicemail  
at (888) 586-4862.

Then we’ll hop on the phone and talk dates (that’s 
the hardest part of this whole thing!) and we’ll get a 
contract going.

Once the contract is signed by you and returned to us, 
it’s on! The dates are in stone!

Then the planning fun begins…
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How to Teach Students to 
Critically Think About Text

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Teachers

 PARTICIPANTS GET: Jill’s Book + Training!

 TIME: 1-2 days

Why you need this: Your students read something  
and aren’t able to think or think deeply about it.  
Your teachers need training on how to teach the  
simple skills that lead to critical thinking for all students 
in all subjects.

What people say after this training: “I had this PD 
last fall and have been your cheerleader sharing your 
strategies with anyone that would listen. They work 
every single time!”

Case Studies:
• Anchorage, AK—Trained a group of teacher leaders  

to go back and use the strategies in their  
classrooms and train their teaching teams back at 
their school sites.

• Omaha, NE—Trained their K-12 teachers so that they 
could be better consumers of their curriculum and 
better use their MAP data back in the classrooms.

The Simplified Lesson Planning 
Formula

 AUDIENCE: K-12 Teachers

 PARTICIPANTS GET: Jill’s Book + Training!

 TIME: ½ day training, 1 day training

Why you need this: Your teachers are buried 
underneath the weight of layers of curriculum, resources 
and programs. It feels like their job has become “getting 
through the curriculum” rather than truly teaching. They 
need a simple way to corral all of the resources into a 
simple, straightforward teaching plan.

What people say after this training: “My first thought 
was… where was this training 21 years ago when I 
started my career?”

Case Studies:
• Tooele, UT—Trained all school principals, APs 

and district office staff to give them the practical 
knowledge that they need as they begin to address 
lesson planning with their staff.

• Copper Canyon Elementary, UT—Staff needed to 
make sense of all of the resources they have to use 
and needed a system to plan for using them. This was 
the “tie it all together” step they needed.


